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AMAI Conference & Exhibition India March 2024 

India’s Chlor-Alkali Industry 

continues to develop its production capacity at a 

pace. This year the largest conference was held 

in the city of Ahmedabad. HMV exhibited and 

presented at the conference and met with many 

of our end users and potential customers where 

we reassured them of our continued support to 

the chlor-alkali market in India. There is no 

doubt that India will remain a very important 

player in our industry. Attending the booth for HMV was 

Rajesh Gandikota, Diana Tu and Nick Greenall. 

HMV Completes 1000th Customer Order March 2024 

We continue along our journey of company 

development with a milestone of completing the 

1000th customer order for World Class Bellows Seal 

Globe Valves for the international hazardous chemical 

industry. We are proud to have achieved this at our 

new factory in Nanyang in March 2024 and we look 

forward to the next 1000 orders from our 

international customers, by helping them to stay safe 

and protect the environment from harmful leakages. 

Samuda Chemicals chooses HMV Isolation valves 

When Bangladesh’s largest caustic soda producer needed to 

replace their previous suppliers bellow seal globe isolation 

valves for their chlorine line, they chose HMV’s 8800/01 

range of  Valves. The  valves will be installed in the main 

chlorine line that has undergone routine maintenance. The 

plant is located at Jamaldi on the south bank of the Meghna 

river and is one of the sources for chlorine in Bangladesh. 

Samuda produces 25 different chemicals at its plants. 

Chemflow’s High Level of Service Wins Business 

When two of the world’s leading chemical 

companies had urgent requirements for 3/4” 

through 4” bellows seal globe isolation valves, 

they came to Chemflow, our exclusive distributors 

based in Tomball Texas, to provide them with 

our world class valves. Within days customers 

had their valves delivered from inventory and 

were able to get their lines running again and 

production back on track. OxyChem and 

Covestro were the beneficiaries of the high level of 

customer service that our customers can expect 

from Chemflow Products. 


